Dependence of Green's functions for the Curci-Ferrari model on the parameter resembling the gauge parameter in massless Yang-Mills theories is investigated. It is shown that the generating functional of vertex functions (effective action) depends on this parameter on-shell.
Introduction
Recently, it was claimed [1] that the Curci-Ferrari (CF) model [2] can be presented as a unitary and renormalizable model for massive Yang-Mills fields without Higgs fields. From the beginning it was well known that the CF model obeys the property of renormalizability [3, 4] and the action of this model is invariant under modified BRST and anti-BRST transformations. In massless limit, the action of the CF model reduces to the Faddeev-Popov (FP) action [5] constructed in a one parameter linear gauge. The FP action is invariant under the BRST transformations [6, 7] as well as under the anti-BRST transformations in special gauges [8, 9] . The BRST symmetry plays a fundamental role in quantum theory of gauge fields [10] . Note, for example, that breaking of BRST symmetry as it occurs in Yang-Mills theories when one takes into account the Gribov horizon [11, 12, 13] leads to the gauge dependence of effective action in gauge theories on-shell [14, 15] . In turn it means inconsistency for physical interpretation of results obtained within this approach. In Yang-Mills theories both the BRST and anti-BRST transformations are nilpotent. Nilpotency of the BRST symmetry allows to formulate suitable conditions (the so-called Kugo-Ojima criterion) for a physical state space providing unitarity of S-matrix in non-abelian gauge theories [16] . In contrast to this case, the modified BRST and anti-BRST transformations in the CF model are not nilpotent. Namely, this fact was considered as a reason for violation of unitarity in this theory for a long time [3, 17, 4] . Reformulation of the CF model proposed in [1] is connected with using local non-linear transformations of massive vector fields and rewritten the CF action in terms of new variables to obtain a model for massive Yang-Mills fields without Higgs fields. The statement about unitarity of S-matrix for this model contradicts with previous conclusions about non-unitarity of the CF model [3, 17, 4] and sounds rather strange from the point of view of the equivalence theorem [18, 19] because two theories under consideration are connected through a change of variables which satisfies conditions of the theorem. Now it is clear that the unitarity problem for the CF model [2] and the model of massive Yang-Mills fields without Higgs fields [1] needs in further investigations.
In present paper the dependence of Green's functions for the CF model on a parameter resembling the gauge parameter in massless Yang-Mills theories is investigated. It is shown that the generating functional of vertex functions (effective action) does depend on this parameter even on-shell.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the CF model is considered. In Section 3, dependence of Green's functions for the CF model on the parameter β is studied. Finally, Section 4 gives concluding remarks.
We employ the condensed notation of DeWitt [20] . Derivatives with respect to sources are taken from the left, while those with respect to fields are taken from the right. Left derivatives with respect to fields are labeled by a subscript l.
The Curci-Ferrari model
Consider a massive extension of the massless Yang-Mills theory proposed by Curci and Ferrari [2] . The CF model is described by the action
where S Y M is the Yang-Mills action of fields A a µ , which take values in the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra su(N) so that, a = 1, . . . , N 2 −1, 
3)
and β is a parameter of the model. The action S m contains a mass m for the vector fields A a µ and the ghosts C a and antighostsC
Here the notations B a for bosonic auxiliary fields were used. In massless limit they are identified with the Nakanishi -Lautrup fields.
Note that S Y M + S gf can be presented as the action constructed by the rules of FaddeevPopov quantization [5] , S F P , in one-parameter linear gauge χ
and modified by the additional term S ad
where
The action (2.2) is invariant under the gauge transformations
where ξ a = ξ a (x) are arbitrary functions of space-time coordinates. In turn, the actions S F P and S ad are invariant under BRST transformation [6, 7] 
where θ is a constant Grassmann parameter. Moreover, these actions are invariant under the anti-BRST transformation [8, 9] δ
withθ being a constant Grassmann parameter [2] . The action of the CF model is not invariant under the BRST transformation because of δ B S m = 0 but it is invariant under the modified BRST transformation δ mB S = 0 [2] , where
as well as under the modified anti-BRST transformationδ mB S = 0 [2] . In what follows the explicit form of the modified anti-BRST transformation will not be essential, and we omit it. Note only that existence of anti-BRST symmetry for Yang-Mills theories in the gauge (2.6) is not specific property of these theories in special gauges. For any classical gauge theory in any admissible gauge one can construct a quantum version respecting both the BRST and anti-BRST symmetries [21, 22, 23, 24] . In contrast to the usual BRST (or anti-BRST) transformation, the modified BRST (or modified anti-BRST) transformation is not nilpotent. It was a reason to claim violation of unitarity for the CF model [3, 17, 4] .
Returning to the CF model it needs definitely to say that from the beginning it should be considered as a non-gauge model in contrast to the Faddeev-Popov action S F P constructed for Yang-Mills action S Y M which is invariant under gauge transformations δA 
is not gauge invariant at all. In particular, there is no reason to refer β as the gauge parameter.
It is a parameter of the theory with initial classical non-degenerated action S (2.1), for which the physical space contains particles corresponding to the massive vector fields A a µ and scalar anticommuting fields C a ,C a . This point of view will be supported in the next Section by investigation of the dependence of Green's functions on this parameter.
3 Dependence of Green's functions on parameter β
In this section we will study dependence of Green's functions for the CF model (2.1)-(2.5) on parameter β. We start with the vacuum functional Z β for the CF model explicitly indicating dependence on β
where φ denotes the set of all fields of the theory under consideration,
Let Z β+δβ be the vacuum functional corresponding to small variation of the parameter β: β → β + δβ. It leads to variation of the CF action (2.1): S → S + δ β S, where
Then we have
From (3.3) and (3.4) it follows the equation
where < · · · > means a vacuum expectation value of corresponding quantities, for example,
Now let us use the invariance of S (2.1) under the modified BRST transformation (2.12) to investigate the functional Z β+δβ . To this end, in the functional integral (3.4) we can make a change of variables being given by Eqs. (2.12) with some functional Λ = Λ(φ) instead of the constant Grassmann odd parameter θ. It is clear that the CF action (2.1) is invariant under such a change of variables. If we restrict ourself to the first order in Λ(φ) and δβ then there appears contribution only coming from the integration measure
Choosing the functional Λ(φ) as
we find that
In massless limit, the vacuum functional Z β does not depend on the parameter β. It is no wonder that there is no dependence on this parameter because in this limit the CF action reduces to the FP action for massless Yang-Mills when β plays a role of gauge parameter and nilpotency of the BRST transformations is restored. If m = 0 then there is an essential dependence of vacuum functional on this parameter and β becomes a physical parameter defining, for example, a mass, m c , of scalar anticommuting fields C a andC a in the form m 
as one might think considering (3.7) and (3.10). In the case m 2 = 0 the dependence of Z β on β becomes essential and the change of variables
used in (3.8) and (3.9) is beyond the strong definition of functional integral within loop expansions (in ) [25] . Here the condensed notations δ mB φ i = R i (φ)θ for the modified BRST transformation (2.12) were used. Note that such kind of transformations serves as a tool to prove the gauge independence of vacuum functional (and physical quantities) in Yang-Mills theories as well as in general gauge theories [26] . In the case of gauge theories, it does not lead to conflicts if one considers physical quantities because they are gauge invariant ones and the change of variables touches a modification of gauge fixing functional only.
We can investigate dependence of Green's functions on parameter β for the CF model as well. The generating functional of Green's functions, Z β (J), is written in the form
where the action S is defined through relations (2.1)-(2.5), the set of fields φ i is given in (3.2) and
are usual sources to fields φ i with relevant distributions of Grassmann and ghost parities. Let us consider the CF model corresponding a small variation of parameter β ( β → β + δβ). Then the generating functional for Green's functions is
where δ β S is defined in (3.3). As a result we obtain the equation 
(3.14)
Introducing the generating functional of vertex functions (effective action), Γ β (φ), being defined through the Legendre transformation of W β (J),
the equation corresponding to (3.14) has the form 16) where the notationŝ
were used. We see that the dependence of effective action on the parameter β does not disappear even on-shell defined by the equations of motion of Γ β (φ) that confirms a physical character of the parameter β. In tree approximation Γ β = S,φ i = φ i , and from (3.16) it follows (3.3).
Discussion
We investigated the dependence of Green's functions for the CF model on the parameter resembling the gauge parameter in massless Yang-Mills fields. In particular, it was shown that the effective action for this model depends on this parameter on-shell. It allowed to consider this parameter as a physical one which can be associated with definition of mass for scalar anticommuting fields of the CF model. It was found that violation of nilpotency of the BRST symmetry can be interpreted as a source for appearance of an additional physical parameter in comparison with a gauge theory for which the full configuration space has the same structure. This situation is quite similar to that in the Gribov-Zwanzider theory [11, 12, 13] when violation of the BRST symmetry of the Gribov-Zwanziger action was interpreted as a source for the Gribov parameter to be a physical parameter [27] .
It was pointed out that from the beginning the CF model should be considered as nondegenerated system of massive vector fields and massive scalar anticommuting fields. From this point of view the analysis of unitarity given in [1] looks like incomplete because the physical state space should include particles corresponding to massive scalar anticommuting fields as real ones. In turn, presence of these particles in physical state space does not give a chance for the CF model to be unitary because of the breakdown of norm-positivity [10, 16] .
